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Thank you (chair man).(My name is Hidenori Shiina from Japan Atomic Energy Agency.)Today, I’d like to present you about Decommissioning Program of Research Hot Laboratory in JAEA.. 



The Research Hot Laboratory 
    What’s RHL 

・RHL was constructed in1961, as the first Hot Laboratory in Japan.  

・In RHL, various PIEs was performed for fuel rods and to the small samples.  

Overview 

Appearance  Operation room 
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Presentation Notes
At first, I want to introduce you about the facility, I’m working in. Facility name is the research hot laboratory, it is called RHL. RHL was constructed in1961, as the first Hot Laboratory in Japan. In RHL, various PIEs were performed for fuel rods and to the small samples.



The Research Hot Laboratory 
     Current status of RHL 

・ All the PIE operations in RHL had been completed. And the 
decommissioning works of RHL have been performed since 2003. 

・ The partial area of RHL has been utilized for the temporary storage of un- 
irradiated fuel materials used for our previous research. 

Currently 

Decommissioning work  Storage room 
       of un- irradiated fuel 
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Currently, all the PIE operations in RHL had been completed. And the decommissioning works of RHL have been performed since 2003. Along with the decommissioning progress,The partial area of RHL has been utilized for the temporary storage of un- irradiated fuel materials used for our previous research. 



     The decommissioning plan of RHL 

Dismantlement of lead cells 
 ・20 lead cells have been successfully dismantling. 
 ・18 lead cells will be dismantled. 

Decontamination of 
concrete cells 

Decontamination of 
radiation control area 

Decontamination in the yellow line area  

                                           will be performed for the exclusion of radiation control area of RHL.  

38 lead cells 10 heavy 
concrete cells 

Previous work Future plan 
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This figure shows the decommissioning plan and the first floor plan of RHL Indicated as green square, there are 38 lead cells in RHLUntil 2012, 20 lead cells were successfully dismantled and remained 18 lead cells will be done in following 2 years.  In the next step, 10 heavy concrete cells, indicated as blue square, will be decontaminated until 2018.Following this decontamination, the radiation control area, surrounded by yellow line, will be decontaminated too for the exclusion of radiation control are of RHL. （解除の動詞を確認）



     Specification of lead cell  

Linked cell 

Stand-alone cell 
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In this area, there were two types of lead cells, Linked cell shown as red square and stand-alone cell as Blue Square.



     Side view of the linked cell 

・There are 14 lead cells and each 7 cells are connected side to side via isolation wall. 
・Width7800, High3200, Depth1300(mm) 
・Front : lead block, Ceiling : Steel plates, Foundation : Heavy concrete 
・No significant dose was observed. 
・Dismantlement : In 2004  

Linked cell 
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This figure illustrates the side view of the linked cell.There are 14 lead cells and each 7 cells is connected side to side via isolation wall.Size of each cell is 7800mm width, 3200mm height and 1300mm depth.Each cell has 1 manipulator arm, 1 lead glass window and 2 tongs. The lead blocks are piled up at the front side of lead cell, ceiling is steel plates, foundation is heavy concrete. This is a photo before the dismantlement.These 14 cells were dismantled until 2004.



     Specification of lead cell  

Stand-alone cell 
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Remained blue one is so called stand-alone cell.



     Side view of the stand-alone cell 

・There are 4 lead cells. 
・Width2000, High2000, Depth1400(mm) 
・No significant dose was observed. 
・Dismantlement : In 2003(1cell), In 2004(3cells) 
 

Stand-alone cell 
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This figure illustrates the side view of the stand-alone cell.Its structure is quite similar to the linked cell.The stand-alone cells are 4 lead cells.Size of each cell is 2000mm width, 2000mm height and 1400mm depth.Each cell has 2 manipulator arm and 2 lead glass window. This stand-alone cell and linked cell have the quite similar structure, so that their dismantle procedures are also similar.So from the next slide, I will explain you the dismantlement procedure of stand-alone cell as an example.



     Dismantling procedures of lead cells 

Stand-alone cell and linked cell have the quite similar structure, 
so that their dismantle procedures are also similar. 

 
I will explain you the dismantlement procedure of stand-alone cell as an example. 
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That’s all of my presentation.Thank you for your attention.



Stand- alone cell 

     Dismantling procedures of lead cells 

Isolation tent Lifting frame Chain block 

The lifting frames are assembled surrounding 
the cell to mount the chain blocks which are 
used for dismantling of the heavy items. 

The cell and lifting frames are covered 
with the isolation tent to prevent the 
contamination release. 
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As the same as other hot cells, shielding components are too heavy to handle with human power.For the preparation of dismantlement,The lifting frame was assembled surrounding the cell to mount the chain block. This brown one is lifting frame.After that, Whole the cell and lifting frame were covered with the isolation tent shown as below photo.



Stand- alone cell 

     Dismantling procedures of Lead cells 
Electric grinder is applied to cut the welded parts between the 
ceiling plate and cell walls. Then, Ceiling plate and manipulator 
arms is removed. 

Lead blocks are removed from the top one, and the isolation 
walls are removed with the chain block and trolley. 

The remained foundation is fractured with the jackhammer and 
the chemical infusion materials. 

Ceiling plate Manipulator 

Lead glass Lead block 

Isolation wall 

Heavy concrete 
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Following these preparations Electric grinder is applied to cut the welded parts between the ceiling plate and cell walls. Then, ceiling plate is removed with the manipulator arms installed onto ceiling plate. In this photo, ceiling plate is lifted up by chain block.  After that, Lead blocks were removed from the top one, and the isolation walls were removed with the chain block and trolley. Finally, the remained foundation was fractured with the jackhammer and the chemical infusion materials, then one lead cell is completely dismantled.That is all of our dismantling procedure for lead cell.



・The indicated weight include both contamination and no contamination one.  

   Work rate 

・ It spent 80 days for linked cell, 14 lead cells, and 50 days for stand-alone cell, 4 lead cells. 
・ Most of work days were spent for the foundation dismantlement. 
 
 To reduce the dismantling duration, we developed the dismantling technique for the cell foundation. 

         The waste amount generated by dismantlement of lead cells 
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This slide shows the waste amount generated by dismantlement of lead cells.Upper table shows the amount  by each cell. These  weights include both radioactive and non-radioactive one.It spent 80 days for linked cell, 14 lead cells, and 50 days for stand-alone cell, 4 lead cells.Most of work days were spent for the foundation dismantlement.（ここで％を示せると尚よし）To reduce the dismantling duration, we developed the dismantling technique for the cell foundation.



     Development of dismantling technique  

In the first attempt for the foundation dismantling, it needs very long time 
to make a first crack with the jackhammer because of their hardness. 

Its hardness becomes the major cause of duration extension. 

We applied the chemical infusion materials. 

To make the first crack quickly 
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Development of dismantling technique（We found） In the first attempt for the foundation dismantling, it needs very long time to make a first crack with the jackhammer because of their hardness. And its hardness becomes the major cause of duration extension.（To make the first crack quickly), we applied the chemical infusion materials.This photo shows the concrete foundation.



     Development of dismantling technique  

1st 

We make the infusing hole at the top of 
heavy concrete foundation. 

Concrete 
foundation 

Infusing hole 

With the several mock-up tests, 
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In the first step, we make the infusing hole at the top of heavy concrete foundation.With the several mock-up tests, we decided the hole’s diameter as 40mm, depth as 750mm, and distance between holes is 400mm. Second step, after infusion was injected, one day is necessary to complete its chemical reaction.After one day, its volume was inflated, and the first crack was generated in the concrete foundation like this photo.Once the crack was generated, the concrete is easily broken by jackhammer.With this technique, we can reduce the total dismantling duration.



     Development of dismantling technique  

Diameter  
40mm 

Depth  
750mm 

Distance 
 400mm 

With the several mock-up tests, 
Diameter :    40mm 
Depth      :   750mm 
Distance :   400mm 

We decided the hole’s  
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In the first step, we make the infusing hole at the top of heavy concrete foundation.With the several mock-up tests, we decided the hole’s diameter as 40mm, depth as 750mm, and distance between holes is 400mm. Second step, after infusion was injected, one day is necessary to complete its chemical reaction.After one day, its volume was inflated, and the first crack was generated in the concrete foundation like this photo.Once the crack was generated, the concrete is easily broken by jackhammer.With this technique, we can reduce the total dismantling duration.



     Development of dismantling technique  

1st 

2nd 

Infusion 
Crack 

Concrete 
foundation 

We make the infusing hole at the top of 
heavy concrete foundation. 

With the several mock-up tests, 
Diameter :    40mm 
Depth      :   750mm 
Distance :   400mm 

After infusion is injected,  
one day is necessary to complete its 
chemical reaction. 

Its volume inflate, and the 
first crack is generated 

The concrete is easily broken by jackhammer 

We can reduce the total dismantling duration 

Crack 

Infusion 

Concrete 
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In the first step, we make the infusing hole at the top of heavy concrete foundation.With the several mock-up tests, we decided the hole’s diameter as 40mm, depth as 750mm, and distance between holes is 400mm. Second step, after infusion was injected, one day is necessary to complete its chemical reaction.After one day, its volume was inflated, and the first crack was generated in the concrete foundation like this photo.Once the crack was generated, the concrete is easily broken by jackhammer.With this technique, we can reduce the total dismantling duration.



      Conclusions 

1. Dismantling procedures of lead cell is established. 
 

2. Generated wastes were segregated well. 
 

3. Dismantling duration was reduced to use the chemical infusion 
materials for concert  foundation.  

By these obtained data,  
the decommissioning plan will be successfully progressed 

Linked cell Stand- alone cell 
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Finally, I want to summarize my presentation 



Thank you for your attention 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That’s all of my presentation.Thank you for your attention.


